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from the Rinzai Roku, Chapter XVIII

"As for the students who come from every corner I myself divide them into
three categories according to their inherent capacities. If one of less than average
capacity comes I snatch away his state, but    do not take away his Dharma. If one
of better than average capacity comes I snatch away both his state and    Dharma.
If  one of  superior  capacity  comes,  I  snatch  away neither  his  state,      nor  his
Dharma, nor himself. But should a person of extraordinary understanding come I
would act with my whole body and not characterize them.      Virtuous monks when
a student has reached this point his manifest power is impenetrable to any wind
and swifter than a spark from    flint or a flash of lightening. The moment a stu-
dent blinks his eyes he is already way off.    The moment he tries to think he's al -
ready differed. The moment he arouses a thought he's already deviated.    But for
the person who understands it's all right here before his eyes."

Yesterday I was in the midst of talking about this part where Rinzai says
for my part actually, in the original Chinese, it says as far as this mountain monk
goes, Rinzai referred to himself as a mountain monk.    In other words somebody
with no particular, nothing particular special or affected.    The particular Chinese
phrase, Chinese idiom that is used here means literally this mountain monk right
here.    In other words this is exactly where I'm at.    This is who I am.    In other
words I myself.    There's no self other than myself.    There is no Rinzai other than
myself.    

Exactly what we are, this in Buddhism is called the Dharmakaya.    Well
then can we say that we're all the Dharmakaya?    No, that's not how it works.
The here now self actually has two kinds of self; a complete self and an incom-
plete self.    So it is in the nature of the self to sometimes manifest an incomplete
human self, and other times manifest a complete human self.    When one mani-
fests a state of completeness there is no need to think, neither for that matter    is
there a need not to think.    There's no need to think about male versus female,
good versus bad or my stomach is empty versus I've had a meal.    The incomplete
self is called in Japanese    Ga, which corresponds to the Sanskrit Atman.    The
state of completeness, therefore, in contrast to that could be referred to as Taiga
大我, or the Great Atman, the Great Self.    However, when we say Great Self, you
have to realize that this Great Self, that if you make an object out of this Great
Self it immediately ceases to be the Great Self, ceases to be the no self.

Now, if you want to say that there's a God.    Well, then God would be this
Great Self.    In other words that which cannot be made an object of by any thing,
and that which does not need to make an object out of any thing.    Now, when we
discuss about whether the Almighty, the Absolute God exists or doesn't exist that
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is bringing God into the world of words, in other words making an object out of
God.    But, as long as God is in the world of words that's not really God.    That
absolute one in Buddhism is referred to as the Dharmakaya, so we might say that
God is in Buddhist terminology the Dharmakaya.    So when we bring God into
the world of words then we would have to say that the Dharmakaya or God is this
great universe itself.    But, the great universe doesn't have anything to say.    The
great universe is called the great universe because it contains every thing.    There
is  no universe to be found outside of it.      The universe holds together all  the
worlds; the world of the human, the world of the animal, the world of the fish, the
world of the plants.    And that universe has as its content the activity of mind.    It
has as its body the activity of mind.    And that activity of the mind has as its con-
tent the two opposing activities of plus and minus.    Therefore the activity of the
mind having Tatha-gata and Tatha-agata is called Tathagata.    The plus activity the
Tatha-gata the thus going is called expansion, and the minus activity is called the
Tatha-agata, the thus coming is called contraction.    And these two activities func-
tion without will or desire.    What we mean by Zen practice is to manifest that
wisdom that understands how these two activities together create a unique world.

I can never tell when I am going to die.    There are people practicing ten,
fifteen years, and yet when I inquire of them to show how the activity of the
Dharma manifests they can't answer.    I feel defeated.    I feel frustrated (I feel like
crying).    You are a human being I say.    A human being, it is of the nature of the
human being to  manifest  the  Dharmakaya.      How do you manifest  the Dhar-
makaya?!!!    If one could just manifest the Dharmakaya without relying on this or
that, on anything at all then, ummm this would be called a good student.    But be-
cause people can't  do that  we ratchet  down a step and ask when you see the
flower, how do you manifest the Dharmakaya?    Having..Still, after all this prac-
tice not being able to manifest the Dharmakaya.    After practicing standing up, sit-
ting down, buying things, wrestling, doing all sorts of activities.    Uh, still not
able to manifest the Dharmakaya I feel like crying.    I can't die yet.    

When you see a flower, you see a flower through the action of conscious-
ness.    You're using your eyes.    When one manifests the Dharmakaya there is no
doubt, there is no confusion because there is no need to know.    Ten, fifteen years
practicing and still you can't manifest the Dharmakaya.    I have lived here by the
good graces of all of you.    I owe my livelihood to you.    So, if I can't help you
manifest the Dharmakaya then I'll have to go to hell. 

You say, the Dharmakaya and the human are the same.    Yeah, that's right.
The Dharmakaya manifests the universe and what are you?    You appear in the
universe.    So yes, they're the same.    But, the way you manifest when you mani-
fest as none other than the Dharmakaya and the way    you manifest as one who
lives in this world, these are different.    What do we mean when we say living in
the world, abiding in the world?    It's to make an object out of the world, that's
what it means to be in the world.    But, wouldn't it be the case that when you
manifest yourself as none other than the world you don't need to see the world.
There are innumerable Zen teachers from ancient times who've said that there's no
difference between enlightened and unenlightened.    The truly enlightened look at
these kind of teachers and cry.
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The unenlightened inevitably stand in a perspective that we might describe
as I am.    But an enlightened person doesn't make an object out of the world.    So,
there is no need for a subject in their sentences.    So, there is no subject in the
Buddha.    God does not need a grammatical subject.    Now of course what we,
when I say God in this sense it means God as the Absolute.    But when it comes to
academic study of Philosophy or Buddhism we need grammatical subjects in the
sentence.    So, for a real enlightened one there is no subject.    Therefore there is
no object.    

Now when we say I,    I has two aspects; complete and incomplete.    What
we mean by an incomplete I is an I that has incomplete time as its content.    In the
complete present, well that's complete time, so past and future are gone.    So what
Buddhism points out to people is that whenever there is past and future then that
present is an incomplete present.    And there within the I am self arises.    And that
incomplete self sees the universe divided into two; into past and future.      But
when that incomplete self becomes complete then past and future become its con-
tent and therefore they disappear.    That is the state wherein there is no grammati-
cal subject.    So in Buddhism there is no need for a grammatical subject but, uh,
people would say well if you don't have a grammatical subject what kind of dis-
cussion can    you have?    Because you've grown up believing that it's hard for you
to understand Buddhism.

Now.    That state of completeness wherein past and future come together
and therefore there is no need for a subject; that we call the Great Atman, the
Great Self.    Of course it's a term from Hinduism, that Great Self could also be
described as zero.    So one may say that you need God for religion.    But the com-
plete God is the state of No Self.    

Someone once asked a monk, "What is Buddha?"    The monk bashed the
student with the stick that he had in his hand.    The monk who asked the question
got angry.    "This Master, this monk who struck me is very rude."    Then the Mas-
ter laughed, "Ha ha.    So, a complete Buddha is capable of getting mad, huh?"
Do you understand?    The state of completeness, there is no getting angry.    There
is no joy.    There is no sadness.    There is just the effortless activity.    The sponta-
neous, will-less and desire-less doing.    This is something I've talked about over
and over again.    So those of you that have been around for a while should under-
stand.    But, you don't understand.    You don't understand the Dharmakaya.    Is it
that you are not interested?    We can understand just how deeply people are con-
ditioned into certain thought processes.    And so one will never be able to get free
from the perspective of always making an enemy of that which you don't like and
always making an ally of that which you do.    The original state of the human be-
ing is without an ego.    The state of No Self is our ideal.    And yet human beings
have an individual self.    Why?    We have to hold this in question.    Why is it that
although human beings are originally in the state of No Self they come to have a
self that says I want to live I don't want to die.    In general religion, this issue is
never grappled with.    It just, religion in general just affirms the I am self.    You
may feel okay, but from my perspective as a teacher I feel like crying.    So, the
state of No Self must be our ideal.    Then why is it that the individual self arises?

The incomplete state arises because of not having complete-all of positive
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and negative as its content.    So what Buddhism says is that when you appear in
an incomplete form of existence, that means that incomplete plus and incomplete
minus are wrapped all around you (on the inside and outside).    We are embraced
from above (outside) by heaven from below (inside) by earth.    We come to think
of ourselves as surrounded on the outside on the inside because of incomplete ac-
tivity of consciousness.    

I want you to listen very carefully to what I am saying.    Take a nail about
five inches long, pound it between your eyes so you could open up a hole large
enough to hear what I'm trying to tell you.    Don't listen with your ears that are
part of the I am self.    Listen with your belly-button.    The activity of love appears
without eyes or ears.    You don't use eyes or ears for the activity of love.    

The incomplete self inevitably comes about when there is incomplete plus
and minus and therefore inside and outside appear to surround one.    According to
Buddhism, inevitably our consciousness matures individually to the point where
we come to think in terms of an outside and an inside.    According to Buddhism
inevitably consciousness evolves to the point of, in some mysterious way coming
to realize that it is surrounded both from the outside and the inside; embraced, lit-
erally, from the outside and the inside and that is why we must teach in this way
according to Buddhism.    

If our individual consciousness did not evolve then we wouldn't need to
think, we'd be just like rocks or plants.    Insects and fish, even though they don't
have the same kind of consciousness as an animal,  a mammal,  probably have
some degree of consciousness.    But it's not nearly as evolved as among the mam-
mals or birds.    A bird is above a fish or an insect but it has not yet evolved to
point  of  knowing that  it  is  surrounded from the  outside  and from the  inside.
When  it  comes  to  the  mammals  they're  further  developed  than  the  birds,  of
course.    But even the general mammals, the beasts, have not evolved to the point
of being able to know that that which forms them is that which surrounds them.    

Now, if a human being gets the wrong kind of education then they won't
be able to, they'll just be attached to the I am self.    But the fact is that what it
means to be a human being whether you like it or not is to be evolved to the point
where inevitably you realize I am surrounded by that which makes me.    What do
we mean by outside?    What is the inside?    What Buddhism is all about is to real-
ize that what we ordinarily call outside is the incomplete Tatha-gata.    Tatha-gata,
the incomplete activity of going.    And what we normally call inside is the incom-
plete Tatha-agata.    And what we call ourselves is that whose job it is to make the
going  and  coming  its  content.      According  to  Buddhism,  how  an  individual
evolves is by making relationship, making connection; making relationship with
outside, making relationship; with inside, and through that gradually internalizing
outside and inside, bit by bit.    According to Buddhism,    it's when one finally re-
alizes that one is embraced from within and without that one enters the world of
Shukyo.

The essence of Shukyo, the teaching about the source is to have both posi-
tive and negative as one's content.    In other words to be zero, to manifest as zero.
You can call    it Brahma, you can call it God, but it appears as an object because
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of your incomplete activity.    When there is the complete activity then Brahma or
God no longer exists as an object.    According to Buddhism, as soon as the self is
born so also is the one world in which it abides.    As soon as the self is formed,
arises rather, are the three worlds called past, present and future.    

From the human perspective what people call future is just the incomplete
plus activity.    And what people from their human perspective refer to as past is
just the incomplete minus activity.    So that's why we say that the self is always
embraced; embraced from without by father and embraced from within by mother.
But when we make the totality of father's activity and the totality of mother's ac-
tivity our content then the objective world vanishes.    Both the good God and the
bad God disappear for one.    According to Buddhism if either the good God or the
bad God appears before your eyes then you know, "Oh, I'm still in the world of
the incomplete self."    That's why God or the devil is appearing. 

So what is the purpose of human life?    It is to manifest the complete self.
When things get in the way of people manifesting the complete self then their
world goes to pieces.    It's a difficult thing to be involved in government and poli-
tics.    Because you can't really govern unless you are Buddha.    And yet, unless
we fixate a self the world of distinctions cannot arise.    It's very difficult because
unless we can acknowledge a world of distinctions; rich versus poor, educated
versus not educated, the distinction of the genders; unless we can make these dis-
tinctions then our human world can't arise.    

So without the I am self the human world cannot be established.      But
when that human world reaches its completeness, the I am self disappears.    The
essence of Tathagata Zen is to understand the relationship between these two as-
pects.    I think our time is approaching so I'd like to leave off with having said just
this much about this topic. 

Anyway, what Rinzai says is that this one world is created by the One
Mind, the One True Nature.    The complete One True Nature is the complete ac-
tivity of consciousness of mind. And so as I mentioned when you realize One
True Nature you manifest yourself as the universe, therefore you do not need to
see the universe.    As I always point out when a    self first    appears it is never a
complete self.      Inevitably it appears as an incomplete self.      And what do we
mean by a state of incompleteness arising?    We mean that past, present and fu-
ture, these three separate worlds arise within the one world of the Dharmakaya.
But as I pointed out what Buddhism says is that inevitably that incomplete self
makes a relationship with positive makes a relationship with negative, connects
with future, connects with past and inevitably manifests as a complete self.    

So you should be able to understand what Rinzai means when he says that
he interacts with people in three ways.    Rinzai himself appears as an incomplete
self.      But, through making connection with past and future many many times
over and over again, eventually he came to manifest as a complete self, a com-
plete person.    Rinzai says that he inevitably interacts with people taking their in-
complete past, present, and future into a state of completeness.    

A wise person, a person without attachment, can immediately manifest the
Dharmakaya he says.      But somebody that stands in the subject; that is to say that
has to have a grammatical subject can never manifest the Dharmakaya.    In this
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world there are, it's the nature of this world that some students are immediately
able to manifest the Dharmakaya (which is amazing), and some after ten, fifteen
years of practice still can't.    It makes me want to cry, but really there's no reason
to cry.    But don't get attached to the absolute, to the cosmic Buddha sitting on his
lotus.    One has to be able to appear also in the human world, dissolving the cos-
mic Buddha consciousness and becoming a human being.     And that's why we
have the poem of asking forgiveness.    I bow to the great cosmic Buddha on the
lotus who can destroy all bad karma.    All guilt.    And tomorrow I'll talk about
these three abilities.                    
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